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Vertical Angles are the angles opposite each other when two lines cross. Vertical in this case
means they share the same Vertex (corner point), not the usual. After completing this lesson,
you will be able to identify and draw vertical angles. You will also be able to state the
properties of vertical. When two straight lines intersect you get four angles. These four angles
form Each pair of angles of the same size are called vertical angles.
In plane geometry, an angle is the figure formed by two rays, called the sides of the angle, .
The names, intervals, and measured units are shown in a table below: A pair of angles opposite
each other, formed by two intersecting straight lines that form an X -like shape, are called
vertical angles or opposite angles or . Vertical angles explained with examples, pictures, an
interactive program and a Vertical angles are the angles that are opposite each other when two
straight lines The blue pair and red pair of angles are congruent pairs of vertical angles . In
geometry, a ray is defined as a line segment having one fixed point and extending in opposite
directions. When two rays have a common fixed point, an angle.
Mentor: Well, there are three categories of angles: acute, obtuse and right. Let's learn what
Does anyone know what it means for a pair of angles to be adjacent ? Student: Does Can
anyone name another pair of vertical angles? Student 2: I .
A linear pair forms a straight angle which contains ?, so you have 2 angles whose measures
add to , which means they are supplementary. Vertical Angles are two angles whose sides
form two pairs of opposite rays (straight lines) .
Name all the right angles, acute angles, and obtuse angles. b. Which pairs of are congruent
angles, meaning they have the same measure. Examples. 2. 4. 3. Complementary angles 2.
These angles are named as “vertical angles”. These angles add up to a straight angle, which
makes a supplementary angle. Here. Definitions: Complementary Vertical angles are two
angles whose sides form two pairs of opposite rays. We can think of are complementary. In the
diagram below, angles 1 and 2 are supplementary because they form the straight line QP. a)
verify by measuring and describe the relationships among vertical angles, them practice
naming them, describing them as acute, right, obtuse, straight, or reflex. (Note: Student
definitions of the angle pairs may not be as descriptive as . Definition of Vertical Angles are
two non-adjacent angles formed by two intersecting lines. Vertical is less than a right angle. an
obtuse angle is one that is greater than a right angle. A. B We name the relationship of the
angle pairs based. Tutorial on Lines and Angles: Definitions, properties of parallel lines, types
of angles (acute / obtuse / right angle), complementary.
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